


Term 2: Impact of
Technology on

Society



Technology has brought progress in the

field of materials. Some of these new

materials are used in place of natural ones.

A substitute is something that gets used

in place of something else. The new

materials are usually made from chemicals

and are called human-made products.

Introduction



New materials

The development of human-made materials

means that natural products do not need to

be used.

Advantages of human-made materials

� Often cheaper to produce

� Often need less maintenance

� Often stronger

Positive impact of
technology



Examples…

� Leather balls are more

expensive than cheap,

strong plastic balls.

� A plastic garden chair

needs little care, but a

wooden one must be

regularly maintained.

� New, improved

materials are used for

sporting equipment.



Biodegradable

A material that can be broken down by air,

water and bacteria to very small parts and

absorbed by the  Earth.

No harm is done to the environment during

this process.

Environmentally friendly

Substances and products that do not have a

negative effect on the environment.

Biodegradable products are
environmentally friendly



� Renewable sources of energy –
replaceable; energy sources that are parts of

living things, such as plants, trees or animals

that can re-grow or renew themselves

� Non-renewable sources of energy –
sources that cannot renew themselves, or it

takes many years to do so; the supply of

such sources on earth is limited.
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The first stage in paper recycling is to

separate paper and card in your home, and

then take it to a recycling depot.

From here, the paper is taken to recycling

centres, where workers sort the paper by
the hand.

The paper is sorted into different grades
and made into bales, so that it can be

easily transported.

Paper Recycling …



Packaging is important because;

� It protects the product

� Provides information

� Makes transportation easier.

� Packaging is often thrown away after the

product has been bought.

� This makes packaging a good way to use up

the pulp made from recycled paper.

Packaging Materials



Examples…



Corrugated cardPaperboard

Made from both

recycled pulp and new

pulp. The recycled pulp

is used to make the

board and the new pulp

is used to make the

paper.

Strong and cheap

material that is used

for packaging. It

consists of 3 layers,

called linerboard, and

inner, wavy layer.

90% recycled pulp.



Reduce litter in the fast food
industry



� Find different packaging materials from

items you have used at home or in your area.

Cut and stick these materials in your note

books after the previous heading.

� Make sure you look for different materials,

eg, plastic, foil, paper, cardboard…

Activity



The development of technology has led to

new products being available that make our

daily lives easier.

All of these products are packaged. Some

people dispose of packaging carefully,

others don’t.

This contributes directly to the litter and

pollution problems in South Africa.

Packaging can be classified according to

the shape and the materials it is made from.

Introduction





The impact may be on the environment or on

people and how they behave.

Plastic bags are one example.

Other examples:

The negative impact of
technology

Technological Product Negative impact on society
Factory & Farming
machinery

If 1 machine can do the work of 10 workers,
machinery can increase unemployment.

Electronic communication People no longer meet and talk face-to-face.
This has a negative impact on the social
elements of society.

Computer games Children do not play outside, getting exercise in
the fresh air.

Packaging Pollution and litter.



If technology can create a product which

has a negative impact on society, then it may

be able to develop a solution to the negative

impact too.

Solutions may compensate or counteract

the negative impact.

Solutions:

Product Negative Impacts Solutions to compensate or
counteract

Plastic bags Litter
Dangerous to animals
Non-biodegradable

Fabric bags
Biodegradable plastic

Computer
games

Children don’t play
outside, don’t get enough
exercise and don’t
interact

Computer games which require the
players to perform real life tasks, require
player/s to move and multi-player games
in which players have to interact



� Activity 3.1

Investigate a product with a negative

impact:

1. Name the product (2)

2. Find a clear picture of the product (2)

3. What negative impact does the product

have? (5)

4. Can this product be substituted with

something else that is positive? (2)

Activities


